
 

Summary of the facts

This summary has been drafed to clarify issues for supporters of the MMFA for whom lingering
questons remain about the circumstances leading up to, and resultng in, the terminaton of Nathalie
Bondil’s contract as Director General of the MMFA

1. There is a statutory obligaton in Quebec that requires employers to maintain a healthy and
harassment-free workplace environment for employees. Informaton came to light which needed to be
addressed by the MMFA in order to avoid contravening the law. 

2. Nathalie Bondil and the MMFA Administraton were presented with a list of workplace grievances on
November 25, 2019 by the MMFA union representatves. 

3. An external and independent review of the workplace climate, the diagnostc, was promptly
commissioned by the Board in response to these revelatons. The MMFA union approached the Board
directly because the MMFA Administraton, under Nathalie Bondil’s leadership, had failed repeatedly to
address complaints regarding the MMFA’s work environment. 

4. The Board was obligated, by law, to respond to this issue immediately, and did so.  Nathalie Bondil, as
Director General, bore ultmate responsibility for these workplace issues. 

5. The diagnostc laid out in full detail management failures for which Nathalie Bondil was directly and
indirectly responsible. 

6. The diagnostc report was not distributed to the Board because doing so would have breached the
confdentality agreement with employees, as well as the relevant law protectng personal informaton.
That confdentality made it possible for employees to speak frankly. The Board’s Executve Commitee
and then the full Board were shown a comprehensive, hours-long, PowerPoint presentaton - by the
Museum’s lawyer and a representatve from the independent frm which conducted the diagnostc - that
conveyed the substance of the report. This was both a writen and verbal presentaton. The substance
was clear.

Nathalie Bondil was exhaustvely briefed by the representatve from the frm which conducted the
diagnostc, at a frst meetng atended by Michel de la Chenelière, President of the Board of Directors.
During this three-hour presentaton, Nathalie Bondil was taken through the contents, fndings, and
recommendatons made in the report. This meetng was followed by a second two-hour meetng with
the same group, as well as the MMFA’s Directors and an additonal member of the Board, during which
the contents, fndings and recommendatons of the report were explained at length. 

7. The conclusions were not a surprise. There had been complaints about Nathalie Bondil’s management
style for some tme; scores of employees had lef the MMFA because of, among other things, her
micromanagement and her autocratc and heavy-handed management style.

8. Since November 2019, Michel de la Chenelière, President of the Board of Directors, had spent
countless hours trying to get Nathalie Bondil to address the problematc work environment for MMFA
employees for which she, ultmately, was responsible. The new post of the Curatorial Division was
created in order to liberate her of the responsibility of managing the departments that had been the

 



 

source of some of the most egregious complaints, while allowing her to focus on her role as Director of
the MMFA, promotng its exhibitons, programs, and partnerships. 

9. The chosen candidate was one of four candidates interviewed for the new post, out of a feld of 21
candidates. In June 2020, the “grid” was manipulated by Nathalie Bondil in order to ensure that her
chosen candidate would prevail. 

10. The Board had a responsibility to act as expeditously as possible to ensure compliance with the law.
The chosen candidate had excellent professional qualifcatons and interpersonal skills. Having worked
at the MMFA for several years, she also had intmate knowledge of the MMFA and of the workplace
issues that had been detailed in the diagnostc. She had the support and respect of her colleagues. The
Human Resources Commitee of the Board was also confdent that she could, and would, address the
issues that needed to be addressed.

11. The chosen candidate was not the fourth of four candidates. Nathalie Bondil’s chosen candidate had
neither the expertse nor the character to deal with the urgent problems facing the MMFA that had to
be resolved as quickly as possible. Instead, Nathalie Bondil tried to subvert the hiring of the chosen
candidate - the candidate who would have made it possible to resolve these workplace issues - further
evidence of the hypocrisy of Nathalie Bondil’s public statements to the contrary.

12. The family of the chosen candidate had no input into this process at all. Insinuatons to that efect
were created to distract from the key issue of the MMFA’s unhealthy workplace environment.
Regretably, Nathalie Bondil’s discussion with the media of the contents of confdental
documents regarding the hiring process of the chosen candidate, fueled these associatons, maligning
not just the chosen candidate, but her family as well. Nathalie Bondil’s nefarious treatment of their
colleague prompted eleven MMFA professional employees to send a leter of support for the chosen
candidate to the Board.

13. The Board proceeded judiciously in the hope that we could extend Nathalie Bondil’s contract for
another period. It became impossible to do so because Nathalie Bondil denied the conclusions of the
diagnostc; because she was unwilling to address those issues; because she subverted the process of
hiring the new director who would have addressed these issues; and because she violated the protocols
that had been agreed upon.

14. Nathalie Bondil was ofered the opportunity to see out her contract untl July 2021, in order to
complete and claim credit for the exhibitons on which she had been working, and to do so while
liberated of the day-to-day management of the MMFA which she had demonstrated she was either
unwilling, or incapable, of doing. She refused this ofer.

15. Instead, she chose to take her case to the press. Nathalie Bondil was dismissed because she betrayed
the confdence of the Board by refusing to address pressing workplace issues that had a signifcant
impact on the entrety of the MMFA’s employees and collaborators, by her inappropriate behaviour
during the process that led to the appointment of the chosen candidate to the positon of Curatorial
Director, and by discussing confdental and misleading informaton with the press.

16. What has put the Museum in a bad light has been the relentless media and politcal campaign which
Nathalie Bondil began in the week before her dismissal and has pursued ever since, and which has been
based on a one-sided and false presentaton of the facts. She has vilifed Michel de la Chenelière, the

 



 

Board, and the chosen candidate, and has presented the confict as a personal power struggle between
herself and Michel de la Chenelière. The Board did not cast the frst stone but had to respond. Nathalie
Bondil alone is responsible for the spreading of malicious rumours and gossip pertaining to the MMFA
and the Board.

17. Nathalie Bondil’s claims that Michel de la Chenelière was too much in the weeds of the MMFA fails
to acknowledge that he has been devoted to the museum as a philanthropist for years. This innovatve
humanitarian museum would have been impossible had it not been for Michel de la Chenelière’s
collaboraton, and his essental fnancial support, for her eforts. Also well known, Nathalie Bondil had
requested that Michel escort her to MMFA events for years, or atend events on her behalf. She relied
upon his counsel, creatve input, and collaboraton. Nathalie Bondil’s campaign of vilifcaton against
Michel de la Chenelière stems from the fact that he has succeeded in exposing her egregious
mismanagement of the MMFA - something which his predecessors atempted, but failed, to do. To now
assert that Michel de la Chenelière is trying to take over the MBAM is absurd. The search for a new
director is already underway.

18. Michel de la Chenelière, together with the Executve Commitee of the Board (a total of 10
members), have stepped in to oversee the smooth operaton of the MMFA untl a new director is found.

19. It is not the actons of the Board that have tarnished the reputaton of the Museum. Rather, it is the
actons or inacton of Nathalie Bondil over the years; her response to the diagnostc report; and her
actons in the lead-up to her dismissal, and since. These actons leave no doubt about the wisdom of the
Board’s decision. Nathalie Bondil has persistently preferred what she perceives to be her interests to
those of the MMFA and its employees. Evidently, her most strident supporters feel the same way.

20. The MMFA’s well-deserved reputaton for creatve dynamism, inclusiveness, and humanism has had
a festering underbelly. The 21 member Board concluded – with only one objector – that the dichotomy
between the MMFA’s outward mission and its inward truths must end. The moral choice prevailed:
Nathalie Bondil, at the helm of this unhealthy and problematc work environment, would not have her
contract extended. Instead, her creatve endeavours would be supported and her managerial
responsibilites curtailed for the duraton of her contract, in order to protect the MMFA employees who
had been victmised by her.

Had she accepted these constraints with humility and grattude – grattude for the opportunity to focus
on her creatve strengths, and humility to welcome the eforts of others to make whole the employees
whom she failed to support and champion for far too long – Nathalie Bondil could have lef the MMFA
with a fourish and the grattude of Montrealers for what she brought to the MMFA, and she could have
lef the door open for another gifed director, who would build on the creatve foundatons she
developed. Alas, she chose not to do so. Instead, she has lef it to the Board, the MMFA teams and its
future new Director to restore this marvelous, humanist insttuton, and positon it as a beacon of
inspiraton and engagement for future generatons of Montrealers, of Quebecers, and visitors from
beyond our borders. 

 


